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1. Extended Abstract
1.1. Objective

The goal of the project is to explore classification task
using Meta-Learning to improve the accuracy of classifica-
tion. The models used in this paper improve upon transfer
learning using a variety of techniques including multi-task
learning and non-parametric meta learning. This paper aims
to address the shortcomings of training meta-learning algo-
rithms in the wild Out-Of-Distribution datasets.

We specifically tackle the problem of classifying which
organ a lesion (cancer) is on in a CT scan. The classification
is across 8 organs: 1) Bone 2) Abdomen, 3) Mediastinum
4) Liver 5) Lung 6) Kidney 7) Soft tissue (miscellaneous
lesions in the body wall, muscle, skin, fat, limbs, head, and
neck) and 8) Pelvis. Previous efforts in lesion classification
fell short due to their low performance on minority classes,
namely bone and soft tissue lesions, which stems from the
relatively small training samples for those classes. There-
fore, we examined how transfer learning, memory-based
meta learning (SNAIL), model-agnostic meta learning and
ProtoNets improve lesion classification performance across
all organs, especially organs with fewer training samples.

1.2. Results & Discussion

We have explored a variety of techniques and architec-
tures ranging from Transfer Learning to evaluate shared
structure, Memory-based Meta Learning with various archi-
tectures to evaluate embedding quality as well as MAML
and SNAIL architectures. We found that Protonets and
Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning do better than Memory
Based Meta-Learning. Prototypical networks perform best
overall based on its peak performance of 42.20% on 5-way
classification and 5-shot setting potentially due to the simi-
larity of structure in all CT scans (e.g. similar organ place-
ment). We believe their use to be even more compelling in
realistic settings with hundreds of class labels. Grid search
might have been a more suitable approach to model selec-
tion and could have helped in improving accuracy.

The MAML benchmark reaches a peak accuracy of
41.48% on 5-way classification, which is slightly lower,
although comparable to ProtoNets performance. However
MAML shines relative to ProtoNets in a few shot setting as
it performs consistently better with 1-3 shot learning. Pro-
toNets perform worse than MAML in 1-3 shot learning be-
cause ProtoNets need enough samples to construct an ade-
quate class prototype. In this particular problem, having an
adequate prototype is all the more important because of the
similarity between classes. MAML partially gets around
this by tuning meta-parameters across batches and finding
an adequate initialization.

Memory Based Meta-Learning with SNAIL architecture
wasn’t successful at achieving performance comparable to
Protonets and MAML with its peak accuracy of 34.0% for
5-way 5-shot classification. However, SNAIL offers com-
pelling opportunities for large scale model selection / hyper-
parameter optimization and task / dataset specific choices.
Its relatively parameter-light network architecture allows
for deployment on edge devices. The findings also sug-
gest the difficulty of applying conventional Meta-Learning
/ Computer Vision techniques to Out-Of-Distribution tasks
/ datasets and calls for an establishment of baselines in ev-
ery application. We learned that Transfer Learning is not
a panacea for all Computer Vision Tasks as it had a peak
accuracy of 30.0% on its validation set for 8-way classifi-
cation task. We chose our network / model from the list of
models available on Tensorflow / Keras. The models therein
come from being trained on very similar distributions of
tasks / data (Imagenet, Everyday Objects). Training on cus-
tom datasets / towards custom tasks may require significant
computational power.

While our SNAIL implementation did not turn out to
be the optimal architecture, we found out that ProtoNets
and MAML reached a level of accuracy (40%+ on 5-way
classification) well above the original DeepLesion bench-
mark. We could further improve the performance by (1)
using heavier encoder networks (e.g. ResNet50) and (2) ex-
panding our dataset through acquiring additional labels.
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2. Abstract
The goal of the project is to explore a classification

task using Meta-Learning. The models used in this pa-
per improve upon transfer learning using a variety of tech-
niques including multi-task learning and non-parametric
meta learning. This paper addresses the shortcomings of
training meta-learning algorithms in the wild, on Out-Of-
Distribution datasets.

We note our results in Section 6. We found that Protonets
and Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning do better than Memory
Based Meta-Learning. The findings also suggest the diffi-
culty of applying conventional Meta-Learning / Computer
Vision techniques to Out-Of-Distribution tasks / datasets
and calls for an establishment of baselines in every appli-
cation.

3. Objective
Restated, this paper aims to explore ‘Using Meta-

Learning to help identify which organ the tumor is on’. The
application of Meta-learning allows for the application of a
model trained on data from a different clinical setting, dif-
ferent organ and different modality, while preserving some
shared structure in its parameters.

We specifically tackle the problem of classifying which
organ a lesion (cancer) is on in a CT scan. The classifica-
tion is across 8 organs: 1) Bone 2) Abdomen: lesions in
the abdominal cavity that are not in liver or kidney 3) Me-
diastinum 4) Liver 5) Lung 6) Kidney 7) Soft tissue: mis-
cellaneous lesions in the body wall, muscle, skin, fat, limbs,
head, and neck 8) Pelvis.

This result displayed in Figure 1 is taken from Ke Yan et
al. [2]. The x−axis shows the number of ’guesses’ that a
model takes, at finding a bounding box that overlaps with
the ground truth tumor or lesion. The y−axis measures
what proportion of total tumors or lesions that the model
was able to identify over all scans. Realistically, the pathol-
ogist may identify one, maybe two regions that they hypoth-
esize a tumor to be in. However, a model is allowed up to
30 and does not cross 90% for some classes.

For a few of the classes aforementioned, there are fewer
training examples than for other classes. The existence of
a disparity in the number of training samples available for
each organ makes it a ripe opportunity for meta-learning.
Ideally we would like to use a tool like LesaNet [2].

We examine how to use the aforementioned models to
improve lesion detection performance across all organs, es-
pecially organs with fewer training samples.

We define a task as follows: given examples of lesions,
each labeled with corresponding organ, and a set of unla-
beled lesions, identify which organ the unlabeled lesions
are on. The goal is that if the model was shown a new set of
organs and asked to classify which organ the lesion was on

Figure 1: Fraction of lesions detection in key frames as a
function of false positives per frame. We note in particular
the mediocre performance for bone and soft tissue lesions,
which are harder to distinguish from background noise.

amongst them, it could do so with minimal training. This is
ideal, since it solves the problems of data scarcity and does
not rely on the sharing of private data between clinics.

4. Data Labeling & Annotation

The train set from DeepLesion dataset contains 22, 919
computed tomography (CT) image frames without organ la-
bels while validation and test sets consist of 4,889 and 4,927
CT samples with labels that indicate which organ the lesion
is located in. We have focused part of our efforts on build-
ing a fully labeled lesion dataset using prior work [3].

We have used Lesion annotation network (LesaNet) to
label the full training set in order to have a larger train-
ing sample, but our efforts on this front haven’t panned out
because of compatibility issues with our environment (re-
quires Python 2 and CUDA 8; GCP only supports CUDA
10 instances). We eventually settled on treating test and
validation data as our full dataset and training on a subset
of the latter.

We performed data pre-processing similar to [3]. We ex-
tracted the set of relevant frames for each study based on
which slice was labeled with lesions. The labeled slice was
used as a central slice and surrounded by two slices adjacent
in time (one before and one after). We combined all three
slices in a (512,512,3) numpy array that is fed as a single
”RGB” image into our models. We trained our models on
512 × 512 PNG images from CT scans to classify where
the lesion is located in. The organs are expressed in one-hot
vectors.
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5. Experiments

5.1. Transfer learning

We used a MobileNet-V2 model, pre-trained on Ima-
geNet, on the labeled validation and test set from the Deep
Lesion dataset, which was collected across 4,427 unique pa-
tients. We stripped out all blocks upstream of the last pool-
ing layer and added a fully connected layer. We formed
two experiments to evaluate any shared structure between
the classes. We first sampled classes we wanted to classify
between (”tasks”) and read as many images from disk we
could from each of those classes. The class labels for the
image is one of eight organ types, passed in as the labels to
the model.

We found that without any fine-tuning, our model per-
formed abysmally. With fine-tuning the network, the model
did not have significantly better results, with near-random
or highly biased predictions both times.

5.1.1 Exploiting Shared Structure

The premise of Meta-Learning Algorithms holds true when
there is potential for adaptation. The existence of shared
structure that can be shared form one task to another allows
for adaptability to meta-learning tasks. Since our end goal
was to meta-train on a few classes, form a hypothesis of
learning / adapting to certain tasks and then perform on a
new distribution of data with minimal retraining, we wanted
to exploit the common features of the different tasks

As a refresher, the definition of a task in our setting is
identifying which amongst a selection of organs contains
the lesion in the image. We explore the hypothesis that
while scans might contain different organs, the color of
bones, the shapes of organs and the texture of tissue might
be something that could be common to scans across multi-
ple classes.

Consider for example, the various scans presented in
Figure 4. While it might not be immediately clear what
the images each contain, it might be clear that there might
be some organs common to the slides. It could also be
other common structures, for example the spinal cord, tis-
sues connecting the organs etc.

Following this line of thought, we wondered if fine-
tuning our model by using training data from all classes
and testing on the classes of our meta-task would give us
better accuracies. This hypothesis was backed by the fact
that we could learn about the structure of different organs,
and the data would learn to distinguish between tasks in the
meta-train batch and not in the meta-train batch, and that
the representations would be stronger as a result.

When we started seeing results contrary to this expecta-
tion, we attributed it first to hyperparameters, that maybe
some tasks or images were sufficiently complex that they

required smaller learning rates. We conducted a hyper-
paramter sweep whose results are displayed in Figure 4a.

Hyperparameter sweep We swept across the search
space for the following parameters

1. The number of classes that we tested on - This was the
most important feature by far, as shown in figure 3a

2. The fraction of data we used - more data could lead to
underfitting, just as less data could lead to overfitting.
We used a fraction of the data between 0 500 images
that we had saved from each class (the same fraction
was used for all classes)

3. Batch size - The batch size affects how many examples
are loaded into the network during a forward pass and
affect the backward propagation of gradient.

4. epochs - We allowed the model to learn without Early
Stopping. In hindsight, we would have installed Early
Stopping like we will do in training SNAIL. But we
wanted the model to overfit on the training dataset and
hence did not fit it with Early Stopping.

5. Learning Rate - We allowed the model the explore with
a variety of learning rates such that it works well for all
the tasks. We found that learning rates between 10−2

and 10−3 are generally better.

This makes us weary about the opportunity for Meta-
Learning. Even though this result is not sufficiently robust
to conclude that there is no shared structure, it might sug-
gest that the labels for these tasks might award gradients in
contradictory directions.

5.1.2 Without using any Shared Structure

We performed fine-tuning experiments where we trained on
only the subset of classes that we intended to perform meta-
training on. This gave us far better accuracy (Figure 4b).

5.2. Memory based Meta Learning

We implemented SNAIL in a setup very similar to a
multi-way Omniglot classification setup with a few key dif-
ferences.

1. In the Omnilgot case, we flatten the 28 × 28 images
into long vectors of length 784. Here, our images
are high dimensional, (512 × 512 × 3) and encode
significant spatial information that we do not wish to
lose. We use an embedding network as mentioned
prior (MobileNet) to create embeddings that we use in-
stead. More about this process is discussed in Section
5.2.1
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Figure 2: Example Scans from our Dataset

(a) Importance of different hyperparameters to the transfer
learning process with with no Shared Structure: Transfer
Learning from few classes and validating on few classes

(b) Importance of different hyperparameters to the transfer
learning process with Shared Structure: Transfer Learning
from many classes and validating on fewer classes

Figure 3: Importance of hyperparameters to Transfer Learning

2. The architecture we used, used 2 Bi-directional
LSTMs and a Dense Network (Figure 5). We did not
get very good performance with the architecture bor-
rowed from the Homework and wanted to improve the
representation power of the network, by increasing the
number of parameters. We converted the LSTMs to
Bi-directional LSTMs and added a Dense Network to
achieve higher representation power. A summary of
our architecture is provided in Figure 5.

3. We used a Softmax activations for the Dense layer dis-
cussed prior. We suspect gradient decay and weak sig-
nal in the embeddings, and the updates made via back-
prop were not sufficient to alter the LSTM’s ŷ values
of the correct classes beyond initial values of the in-
correct classes. Adding a softmax helped the network
learn a relative weight update and gave us better re-
sults.

5.2.1 Embedding Network

To generate sufficient representations of the training exam-
ples, we used a MobileNet-V2 network. Ideally, we would
like to have used VGG-19, but the entire model with the
input images did not fit on our GPU. We could have used
only the first few layers of a VGG-19 and removed the latter
layers, but we know from experience that the earlier layers
only learn abstract features such as light patterns, shadows,
textures and colors while we need highly localized informa-
tion. Thus, having layers that can pick out specific features
are highly useful for this purpose.

As it stands, the images we are training on are Out-Of-
Distribution (OOD) on the MobileNet-V2 network we used,
since it has been frozen with Imagenet weights. We found
that it was OOD because using the network out of the box
provided abysmal performance on our 8-way classification
task.
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(a) Exploiting shared structure - Training on all the classes available but testing on only a small fraction of the
classes

(b) Without Exploiting shared structure - Training on the same classes as validation and testing

Figure 4: Hyperparameter sweeps for Transfer Learning

Figure 5: SNAIL architecture that fits on top of MobileNet-
V2 encoder network.

To align the network weights and parameters to our task,
we first fine-tuned the network on the data we were inter-
ested in using downstream. From our learnings from our
Transfer-Learning realm, we realized that feeding the em-
bedding network from other classes induces negative trans-
fer.

We fine-tuned the embedding network on the meta-
training classes to give us sufficiently representative em-
beddings. The size of these embeddings was allowed to be
hyperparameter optimized to improve representative power.

The embedding network network was fitted with Early
Stopping and a patience to optimize the quality of the em-
beddings. The patience was also something that was hy-
perparameter optimized, so that the patience varied in sync
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with the learning rate. Once the early stop was triggered
and patience exhausted, the weights from the best epoch
measured by validation accuracy was restored for further
inference when this model would be evoked.

5.2.2 Meta-Sampling

Once the embeddings were created, Meta-Examples were
formed, each with k images for k− shot train, per class and
1 image of test, per class. Similar to the Omniglot example
from HW1, the one-hot labels for the k train images were
concatenated on top of their embeddings.

Initially, we allowed the model to adapt by allowing
the same class to have different labels across the meta-
examples. However, following poor performance by the
meta-learning network, we decided to make it easier for the
meta-network by providing the same labels across tasks. We
were curious to see whether it would be able to memorize
the labels without having the need to adapt. However, the
network was not able to memorize the labels either, hinting
that the representations of the embedding network might be
not be very sufficiently representative.

5.2.3 Feed Forward Dense Network

In order to further diagnose the issue, we next tried dif-
ferent architectures to examine whether the LSTM just did
not have sufficient representational power. Despite having
around 500, 000 parameters, our earlier analysis hinted that
the embedding vectors would be noisy and that we might
need more computational power to isolate the signal from
the embeddings.

To achieve this, we swapped out the LSTM layers and
swapped in a deep neural network. We first flattened our
meta-examples to be B × K × N × D for both the im-
ages and the labels (D corresponding to embedding dim
for the image embeddings and to one-hot vectors for the
labels). The embeddings that the embedding network (Mo-
bileNet) produced, were flattened to roughly 300, 000 di-
mensional vectors. These vectors were then passed through
a deep neural network containing only dense layers. The
goal was to gauge whether there had been any issues in data-
preprocessing, where we had reshaped our embeddings and
our labels in inconsistent ways, and had lost the mapping.

We found that the Dense Neural Network was able to
discern the labels, in line with expectations. This DNN
had over 8.1 ×107 parameters, roughly 100 times more pa-
rameters than the LSTM architecture used in the Memory
based Meta-Learning network discussed above. This ex-
pressive power allowed us to get accuracies that were rarely
lower than the LSTMs, and were good gauges of whether
the embeddings obtained from the MobileNet-V2 embed-
ding network were sufficient representations of the image
classes. Often, this dense network architecture performed

Figure 6: CNN encoder used to build embeddings from
which ProtoNet class prototypes are derived.

better than the much larger MobileNet-V2 Architecture on
the fine-tuning task (it was trained from scratch on the same
fine-tuning task). We attribute this to the parameters being
trained from scratch.

The existing parameters in MobileNet-V2 might not be
well-suited to the task and it might take significantly long
to unlearn the parameters learnt from a different task and
relearn parameters on the new task. Since we had Early-
Stopped the MobileNet-V2 model, it might not have signif-
icant representative power on the task of identifying tumors.
However, what is remarkable, is that the DNN was trained
using the embeddings produced by the MobileNet-V2 Ar-
chitecture. It often did better than the MobileNet-V2 despite
having access to the same embeddings and despite not hav-
ing access to the original images. This indicates maybe if
we had added a few layers the MobileNet-V2 architecture,
we might have had better results.

Owing to the success of this network, we experimented
with using the embeddings from this Dense Network as the
embeddings in our SNAIL architecture. This is the model
for which we report results in Section 4.

To further examine our model shortcomings, we tested
two other meta-learning approaches: non parametric proto-
typical networks and model agnostic metal learning.

5.3. Prototypical Networks

We base our ProtoNets implementation on the
learn2learn python package[1]. In order to work with
this implementation, we build our own pytorch DataLoader
for the DeepLesion dataset. The data, labels, train-val-
test splits are identical to the ones used for our own
implementation of memory based ML.

We show the architecture used for the encoder in Figure
6. The network is based on four Conv layers, each with
(64,64) filters. The layers use ReLu activations after passing
the inputs through BatchNorm. We do not add a softmax
layer at the end given that all we’re looking for are class
protoypes and not a vactor of logits.

The ProtoNets architecture does well on the dataset and
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Figure 7: Fully connected network architecture used as the
encoder for MAML.

outperforms the Transfer Learning model trained in a stan-
dard classification setting. We reach up to 47% accuracy
on 5-way classification and include our full set of results in
Section 4.

5.4. Model Agnostic Meta Learning

5.4.1 MAML with FC Net Encoder

We then turn our attention to an implementation of MAML
also based on the learn2learn python package[1]. We mod-
ified our DataLoader slightly to flatten the training samples
before feeding them into the network. The encoder in this
case consists of a two layer fully connected network with
256, and 64 hidden units respectively.

We show the full network architecture in Figure 7. The
input of the first layer is a flattened image with 800,000
features. The input is then fed into four consecutive fully
connected layers, each using a ReLu activation and a Batch-
Norm right before activations. The first two layers have 256
and 128 hidden units respectively,while the last two layers
have 64 hidden units each. Finally a layer with n activations
(where n is selected based on the n-way hyper-parameter)
is used to get the final model output. The model is trained
for 100 epochs with 500 samples per class used in each
epoch. The architecture performs in line with ProtoNets and
reaches a peak accuracy of 41.48% on 5-way classification.
We report the full set of results in section 4.

5.4.2 MAML with CNN Encoder

We also attempt using MAML with a CNN encoder but did
not achieve great performance due to memory constraints
on our GPU. Processing (512,512,3) images in MAML
while simultaneously tuning the CNN network depleted our
memory and we weren’t able to run a training loop suc-
cessfully. Instead, we dedicated more attention to the FC
architecture which performed well.

6. Results Summary
6.1. Transfer Learning for Organ Prediction

We trained the model to minimize categorical cross-
entropy. We used the MobileNet-V2 model architecture dis-
cussed earlier. On one point estimate, we achieved an accu-
racy of 53% on our training set and 30% on our validation
set. As a reminder, for this model, we do not sub-sample
our dataset into tasks. Our task is simply an 8-way pre-
diction task using a pre-trained architecture, which we fine-
tune with the dataset discussed in this paper. We include the
full results from an 8-way classification task in Figure 8, to
give a sense of the precision and recall.

Figure 8: Confusion matrix showing classification accuracy
on test set. The model is able to reach a good recall value
on the first two majority classes, but performs poorly on the
other classes.

One challenge we ran into is the large size of our dataset.
Each image is 2 MB, which restricts us to a batch size of
16 on a 15 GB GPU RAM. This led us to pick a lighter
MobileNet-V2 architecture over VGG19, which we exper-
imented with initially. The results in 8 are based on pa-
rameters obtained after 50 epochs of training with a small
fraction of the data (roughly 10%).

The other challenge is class imbalance, which skews the
model towards predicting classes 1 & 2 accurately at the ex-
pense of other organs. We overcome this by over-sampling
from classes 3-8. We construct and save a dataset that cap-
tures 500 images each of each of the 8 classes.

6.2. Transfer Learning without exploiting shared
structure

We present a distribution of the accuracies observed
when the MobileNet-V2 architecture was fine-tuned on the
images specific to the meta-train task. As a reminder, the
images were not fine-tuned on all the 8 classes, since fine-
tuning on all 8 classes presented negative transfer.

A distribution of test accuracies for the MobileNet-V2 is
shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 9: Histogram showing test accuracy distribution for
Transfer Learning

6.3. Memory Based Meta-Learning

k-shots 2-Way 3-Way 5-Way

k=1 59.1% 33.3% 27.4%
k=3 100% 73.3% 25.0%
k=5 50.0% 33.3% 34.0%

Table 1: SNAIL peak training set performance for various
configurations of k and N

A study of how the maximum train accuracies for a
SNAIL architecture varied with k and N is presented in ta-
ble 1. While many runs with the above configuration were
created and executed, the best results are reported in the
table above. The table shows that the model is not very suc-
cessful at achieving performance comparable to Protonets
and MAML (Tables 2 & 3 respectively).

To compare it with the Transfer Learning and the Feed
Forward Dense Network discussed in 5.2.3, we plot a sim-
ilar distribution over the accuracies. We caveat that it is a
distribution over the maximum training accuracy, and is not
comparable apples-for-apples.

6.3.1 Feed Forward Dense Network

We also present accuracies for a Dense Network trained
on classifying embeddings of images produced by the
MobileNet-V2 network discussed in Section 5.2.1 and re-
sults are presented in 11. These results are also intended
to be compared with results in Figure 10 from the SNAIL
architecture, since it is trained on the same data, but in a dif-
ferent architecture. While the dense model looks like it has
a higher variance than the SNAIL model shown in 10, we
qualitatively observed that the SNAIL architecture mostly

Figure 10: Histogram showing test accuracy distribution for
Meta-Training using SNAIL

predicted random results, and was not an indication of the
quality of embeddings produced by the embedding network.

Figure 11: Histogram showing test accuracy distribution for
Meta-Training using SNAIL

6.4. Prototypical Networks

Prototypical networks perform best overall, judging by
peak performance on 5-way classification as well as perfor-
mance in a 5-shot setting. This is not too surprising given
that all CT scans (frames) have a similar structure (more
or less identical organs across frames, similar organ place-
ment, etc). As a result class prototypes tend to be accurate.
Their performance across varying values of k and N is pre-
sented in table 2.

6.5. Model Agnostic Meta Learning

The MAML benchmark reaches a peak accuracy of
41.48% on 5-way classification (Table 3), which is slightly
lower, although comparable to ProtoNets performance.
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k-shots 2-Way 3-Way 5-Way

k=1 58.7% 42.75% 26.67%
k=3 58.82% 50.0% 41.54%
k=5 71.74% 64.4% 42.20%

Table 2: ProtoNets test set performance for various config-
urations of k and N

However MAML shines relative to ProtoNets in a few
shot setting as it performs consistently better with 1-3
shot learning. This makes sense because ProtoNets need
enough samples to construct an adequate class prototype.
In this particular problem, having an adequate prototype is
all the more important because of the similarity between
classes. MAML partially gets around this by tuning meta-
parameters across batches and finding an adequate initial-
ization.

We also believe that MAML has more performance
headroom when comparing the encoder used in this case
to the one used for ProtoNets. ProtoNets rely on a ConvNet
which exploits spatial information better than a FC net built
on flattened features. This observation is even more true
when comparng the MAML results to our SNAIL imple-
mentation which benefits from a deep MobileNet network.

k-shots 2-Way 3-Way 5-Way

k=1 67.39% 45.65% 30.37%
k=3 71.01% 59.26% 41.48%
k=5 76.92% 65.93% 40.00%

Table 3: MAML test set performance for various configura-
tions of k and N

7. Discussion
In this project, we have explored a variety of techniques

and architectures ranging from Transfer Learning to eval-
uate shared structure, Memory-based Meta Learning with
various architectures to evaluate embedding quality as well
as MAML and SNAIL architectures. Through the results
and process associated with constructing the model, observ-
ing the cases in which they fail and diagnosing reasons for
their failure, we are able to come up with a recipe for Meta-
Learning on this task of classifying lesions based on which
organ they are on from CT scans.

• Prototypical networks do best in the regimes that we
tested. We believe their use to be even more com-
pelling in realistic settings with hundreds of class la-
bels. Grid search might have been a more suitable ap-

proach to model selection and could have helped in
improving accuracy.

• SNAIL offers compelling opportunities for large scale
model selection / hyper-parameter optimization and
task / dataset specific choices. Its relatively parameter-
light network architecture allows for deployment on
edge devices.

• Transfer Learning is not a panacea for all Computer
Vision Tasks. We chose our network / model from the
list of models available on Tensorflow / Keras. The
models therein come from being trained on very sim-
ilar distributions of tasks / data (Imagenet, Everyday
Objects). Training on custom datasets / towards cus-
tom tasks may require significant computational power

While our SNAIL implementation did not turn our to be
the optimal architecture, we believe it has resulted in a com-
parable lever of accuracy (40%+ on 5-way classification),
well above the original DeepLesion benchmark. The main
limitation for our network was performance based, and we
believe we could have improved accuracies further by (1)
using heavier encoder networks (e.g. ResNet50) and (2) ex-
panding our dataset through acquiring additional labels.

8. Future Work
The project encountered significant handicaps. We shall

explore them in this section.

8.1. Compute and Resources

We were mostly limited by memory and compute re-
sources. We were only able to load 8 % of the total dataset
(by frame count) into CPU. Reading in the images from disk
each time took prohibitively long and we had to store the
processed image volumes as data objects, which meant in-
curring some difficulty around allocating RAM space for
arrays that are 10+ GB big. Given more compute resources,
it would be worthwhile to train a network from scratch on
the current dataset, since most of the images is OOD (Out
of Distribution) for the parameters it is trained on.

8.2. Data

1. It would be interesting to try data-augmentation tech-
niques such as random crop with a crop of 450 × 450
pixels, rotations, flips and perturbations in the field of
medical imaging.

2. We attempted to use LesaNet to provide richer labels
and a wider class-distribution. However, the project
was not continued owing to the difficulties outlined in
the Data Labeling Section. Having a long-tailed distri-
bution makes the dataset more amenable to ProtoNets,
which make 0-shot learning possible. Further, having
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multi-labeled images could provide supervised shared
structure, which could be an interesting avenue for fur-
ther research.

3. A significant majority of the dataset was not labeled.
This allowed us to use only 25 % of the data.

8.3. Network Architecture

The original authors in [3] use a RPN (Region Proposal
Network) for their bounding box regression task. While our
architectures have a slightly different aim (organ classifica-
tion given lesion presence), they achieve better performance
on minority classes. We believe this is due to two factors:
(1) Training specifically on organ classification, (2) Lever-
aging a meta-learning approach with up-sampling to rectify
for data imbalance.
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